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 The original paper at [1]

 Features: Image + Temporal Information

 Model: CNN + RNN

 Dataset: FaceForensics++ (FF++) [2]
 1000 videos = 720 training + 140 validation + 140 test

 Accuracy:
 AUC of 96.9%  DeepFake, LQ
 AUC of 96.3%  FaceSwap, LQ





 Uses masks provided by [2] to crop the face region

 Face alignment
1. Landmark-based alignment 
 seven sparse points of the face are used.

 corners of the eyes, the tip of the nose, and corners of the mouth.

2. Spatial Transformer Network (STN) 
 performs spatial alignment of data with learnable affine transformation parameters. 

 a differentiable module which can be inserted into other CNN models to learn about features and 
landmarks.



 Inputs are sequence of frames from the target video

 CNN
 To learn about features of the image (frame(s) of video)
 ResNet and DenseNet as backbone

 RNN
 Uses GRU to exploit temporal discrepancies across frames.
 Temporal discrepancies are expected to occur in images, since manipulations are 

performed on a frame-by-frame basis. 

 The backbone n/w is first trained on FF++ training split minimizing cross-entropy 
loss to train to detect real from synthesized faces.

 The backbone is then extended with RNN and re-trained end-to-end.

 Adam optimizer



1. A single RNN on top of final features leant from backbone n/w.

2. Multiple RNN at different levels of hierarchy of the backbone net.
 To utilize micro, meso and macroscopic features
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